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AGING

THURSDAY, 1/20/2022:  11AM: Maine Calling
How programs in Maine aim to connect older and younger Mainers for mutual benefit. One Hour

TUESDAY 2/8/2022: 2PM:  APM PRESENTS - Dating While Gray: Older Bodies and 
Brains in Love 
Produced by WUNC Public Radio, we’ll hear from single people 50 and older who are navigating 
all kinds of physical and mental changes and are driven by spontaneous emotions and primal 
urges sometimes manifesting in behavior that proves no, we aren’t always old enough to know 
better. One Hour

CRIME/CORRECTIONS/COURT/LAW ENFORCEMENT
MONDAY 1/31/2022: 2PM:  COMMONWEALTH CLUB OF CALIFORNIA
Her Honor: LaDoris Hazzard Cordel 
There is only one room that bears witness to marriages, divorces, adoptions, and criminal 
proceedings - the courtroom. Judge LaDoris Hazzard Cordell has sat in this room and dedicated 
nearly five decades of her life to putting justice back into the justice system. As the first African 
American female judge to serve on the Superior Court in northern California, her years on the 
bench have put her front and center to the societal microcosm that is the courtroom. In her 
debut book "Her Honor: My Life on the Bench ... What Works, What's Broken, and How to Change 
It," Judge Cordell gives an inside look into a judge's chamber. One Hour

THURSDAY 2/10/2022:  2PM:  COMMONWEALTH CLUB OF CALIFORNIA
Jonathan Greenblatt: "Fighting Hate Here And Now " 
With a significant increase in hate crimes in America, the country finds itself on a terrifying path. 
Anti-Defamation League CEO Jonathan Greenblatt's mission is making sure that what has 
happened in our lifetimes in Europe, the Middle East, and Asia does not happen here. In his new 
book, "It Could Happen Here: Why America Is Tipping from Hate to the Unthinkable-And How We 
Can Stop It," Greenblatt demonstrates how antisemitism, racism, and other insidious forms of 
intolerance can destroy a society, taking root as quiet prejudices but mutating over time into 
horrific acts of brutality. One Hour

ART/CULTURE/HISTORY

MONDAY 1/17/2022: 2PM:  APM REPORTS  King's Last March



Although it was one of the most challenging and controversial chapters of his career, the final 
year of King's life has not been the focus of significant public attention. This dramatic and 
illuminating documentary uses a rich mix of archival tape, oral histories and contemporary 
interviews to paint a vivid picture of what may have been the most difficult year of Dr. King's 
life. One Hour

WEDNESDAY, 2/2/2022:  11AM: Maine Calling
What performing arts organizations in Maine are offering in the face of the unpredictable 
pandemic. One Hour

MONDAY, 2/7/2022:  11AM:  Maine Calling
How Maine schools teach Black history and efforts to expand the curriculum. One Hour

MONDAY 2/14/2022: 2PM:  Intelligence Squared, U.S.
Agree-to-Disagree: Is True Love a Myth?
If you are an old-fashioned romantic, true love has a nice ring to it. Pop culture is steeped in the 
notion, with characteristics that include unwavering fondness and even selfless devotion. But 
does it actually exist, driven by our biological underpinnings? Or is it a myth that harms what 
could be a more realistic, and thus healthy, expectation of relationships? As American marriages 
teeter at historic lows, and attitudes shift, it is a growing question among both the single and the 
attached. One Hour

THURSDAY 2/17/2022:  2PM:  SELECTED SHORT Celebrating Toni Morrison
In this special edition of Selected Shorts, guest host Tayari Jones celebrates author Toni Morrison, 
the American master who died in 2019. Morrison’s novels, including Beloved, Jazz and Song of 
Solomon, have become an indelible part of the American canon. One Hour

WEDNESDAY 3/9/2022:  2PM:  IDEAS FROM THE CBC  Poetics of Space
Picture your childhood home as a map of the mind. Remember and imagine again how Its hidden 
nooks and crannies give space to daydream, create and replenish. That's the central idea in 
Gaston Bachelard's 1958 seminal book The Poetics of Space. It's a hard-to-define book — part 
architecture, philosophy, psychoanalysis, memoir. And it continues to feed the creative spirit and 
our ongoing need for purposeful solitude and wide-open fields for our imagination.

MONDAY, 2/14/2022: 11AM: Maine Calling
Dating can be complicated today, from online dating to pandemic relationships. One Hour

THURSDAY, 2/17/2022: 11AM: Maine Calling
The ongoing search for Americans missing in action, and the story of an officer from Maine who 
was laid to rest after more than seven decades. One Hour

THURSDAY, 2/24/2022: 11AM: Maine Calling
A new book chronicles how Native and non-Native people from this region met for years to 
exchange perspectives.
One Hour

FRIDAY, 2/25/2022: 11AM: Maine Calling
Cancel culture has grown in scope since the term came into use a few years ago—we'll explore 
how this phenomenon has morphed. One Hour 

WEDNESDAY, 3/9/2022: 11AM: Maine Calling



Author Daniel Pink discusses his new book about regret, and how this emotion can be turned into 
a positive force.
One Hour

THURSDAY, 3/17/2022: 11AM: Maine Calling
Cancel culture has grown in scope since the term came into use a few years ago—we'll explore 
how this phenomenon has morphed. One Hour

WEDNESDAY, 3/30/2022:  11AM: Maine Calling
The history and role of aphorisms in our language and culture -- and Benjamin Franklin's 
influence on the saying we all use. One Hour

ECONOMY/FINANCE/BUSINESS
TUESDAY, 1/4/2022:   11AM: Maine Calling
The latest news on Maine's ski industry and updates on what's happening at area ski 
destinations. One Hour

Monday, 1/10/2022: 11AMMaine Calling
The recent surge of labor unions in Maine, and what to know about the past, present and future 
of unions.
One Hour

TUESDAY, 1/25/2022: 11AM: Maine Calling
The economic challenges facing Maine, and the outlook for jobs, housing, inflation and more. One 
Hour  

TUESDAY, 2/8/2022: 11AM: Maine Calling
The rise in energy costs and some ways to reduce or pay bills

MONDAY 2/28/2022: 2PM:  COMMONWEALTH CLUB OF CALIFORNIA - Economic 
On today’s edition of Commonwealth Club, we hear a macroeconomic update from Stanford 
University's Michael Boskin and a focused look at inflation from leaders facing the issue on-the-
ground in California, including the head of the second largest port in America, as well as the CEO 
of a global supply chain company. The forecast will focus on what unpredictability will mean for 
the economy as a whole, particularly around inflation, and what it means for the American 
economy, American consumers and American investors in 2022. One Hour

TUESDAY, 2/15/2022: 11AM: Maine Calling
Car experts answer your questions about winter driving, electric vehicles, buying vs. leasing and 
more. One Hour

MONDAY, 3/7/2022: 11AM: Maine Calling
How Maine restaurants are faring at this stage of the pandemic—and why James Beard 
nominations go to so many Maine chefs and restaurants. One Hour

WEDNESDAY, 3/23/2022: 11AM: Maine Calling
Car experts answer your questions about winter driving, electric vehicles, buying vs. leasing and 
more. One Hour

FRIDAY, 3/25/2022: 11AM: Maine Calling



The lack of affordable, accessible housing to rent or buy in Maine, and some proposed solutions. 
One Hour

MONDAY, 3/28/2022: 11AM: Maine Calling
Understanding how cryptocurrency works, its potential and risks, and why it matters for our 
global economy. 
One Hour

EDUCATION
THURSDAY 1/6/2022: 2PM: CLIMATE ONE
Climate change science isn’t taught equally across the country. Investigative reporter Katie 
Worth dug into textbooks and talked with dozens of children and teachers to find out why. In her 
book, Miseducation: How Climate is Taught in America, Worth unpacks the influence of the fossil 
fuel industry, state legislatures and school boards on school curricula in their effort to spread 
confusion and misinformation about the climate crisis.

WEDNESDAY, 1/12/2022: 11AM: Maine Calling
School boards across Maine deal with challenges and controversies tied to the polarizing issues 
of our times.
One Hour

FRIDAY, 2/18/2022: 11AM: Maine Calling
How programs across the state are helping people build literacy skills—for all ages and 
backgrounds. One Hour

THURSDAY, 3/10/2022: 11AM: Maine Calling
Maine educators are finding more outdoor learning opportunities for students—partly prompted 
by the pandemic.
One Hour

ENVIRONMENT/ENERGY/WILDLIFE/CLIMATE CHANGE/RECYCLING

TUESDAY, 1/5/2022: 11AM: Maine Calling
The latest news on Maine's ski industry and updates on what's happening at area ski 
destinations. One Hour

THURSDAY 1/20/2022:  2PM:  APM PRESENTS  Higher Ground 
Higher Ground tells the stories of communities on Long Island preparing and adapting to extreme 
weather and rising tides. J.D. Allen and Sabrina Garone venture across the region to explore the 
solutions that might give people the best chance at survival and help save the places millions of 
people call home. These perspectives from Long Island have implications far beyond the region 
in the search for solutions to survive climate change. One Hour

TUESDAY, 1/11/2022: 11AM: Maine Calling
Green building practices in Maine and how they help plan to combat climate change. One Hour

THURSDAY, 1/27/2022:  11AM:  Maine Calling
What to know about the threats posed by brown tail moths and other pests—and how to get rid 
of them. One Hour



TUESDAY, 2/1/2022: 11AM: Maine Calling
Green building practices in Maine and how they help plan to combat climate change. One Hour

MONDAY 2/21/2022:  2PM:  CLIMATE ONE
State of the Unions: Navigating Job Creation and Destruction 
With expanding electrical infrastructure and some jurisdictions beginning to ban gas appliances 
in new construction, the transition to a clean energy economy is already happening. 
Understandably, labor unions that represent workers tied to the fossil fuel infrastructure are 
digging in their heels. Today’s edition of Climate One asks: how can we transition to a low-carbon 
economy while protecting good-paying jobs? One Hour

MONDAY 3/14/2022: 2PM: SPEAKING IN MAINE - 2022 Camden 
Conference: Starvos Lambrindis 
Today’s Speaking In Maine brings us to the 2022 Camden Conference. The theme of this year’s 
virtual event was “Europe Challenged At Home and Abroad.” Today’s keynote address 
by Starvos Lambrindis, entitled “Democracy, the Global Economy, and Climate Under Pressure: Is 
Transatlantic Diplomacy Able to Save Them?,” was recorded on February 25th. One Hour
 
TUESDAY 3/15/2022:   2PM: SPEAKING IN MAINE 
2022 Camden Conference: Judy Dempsey and Mark Blyth
For today’s Speaking In Maine, we return to the 2022 Camden Conference. The theme of this 
year’s virtual event was “Europe Challenged At Home and Abroad.” Today’s talks include “Will 
Covid-19 and Climate, Migration and Corruption Make or Break Europe?” with Judy Dempsey and 
“Between the Devil and the Deep Red Sea: European Economies Confront a Turbulent World” 
with Mark Blyth. One Hour
 
WEDNESDAY 3/16/2022   2PM:  SPEAKING IN MAINE
2022 Camden Conference: Europe's Foreign Policy Challenges, Part One
For today’s Speaking In Maine, we return to the 2022 Camden Conference. The theme of this 
year’s virtual event was “Europe Challenged At Home and Abroad.” Today’s episode is the first of 
two focusing on Europe's Foreign Policy Challenges. We’ll hear from Pierre Vimont with his talk 
entitled “A Difficult Path to Becoming a Relevant Actor” and Daniela Schwarzer with her talk 
“How Can Europe Hold Its Own Between China and the USA?” 
One Hour
 
THURSDAY 3/17/2022  2PM:  SPEAKING IN MAINE
2022 Camden Conference: Europe's Foreign Policy Challenges, Part Two
For today’s Speaking In Maine, we return to the 2022 Camden Conference. The theme of this 
year’s virtual event was “Europe Challenged At Home and Abroad.” Today’s episode is the 
second of two focusing on Europe's Foreign Policy Challenges. We’ll first hear from John E. Herbst 
with his talk entitled “The US Approach to Managing the Kremlin Challenge in Eastern Europe.” 
This will be followed by Q&A with Herbst along with yesterday’s speakers, Pierre Vimont and 
Daniela Schwarzer. One Hour

TUESDAY, 3/21/2022:  11AM:  Maine Calling
What to know about the threats posed by brown tail moths and other pests—and how to get rid 
of them. One Hour

FRIDAY, 3/11/2022:    11AM:  Maine Calling
Community science opportunities in Maine for volunteers to help gather data on wildlife and the 
environment.
One Hour



THURSDAY 3/31/2022:  2PM:  CLIMATE ONE
Playing With Fire: Russia, Ukraine and the Geopolitics of Energy
The IPCC released its latest report the same day as the U.S. Supreme Court heard the most 
environmentally significant case in a decade, all while Russia’s invasion of Ukraine has rattled 
global energy markets. It’s a lot to take in all at once. Will the disruption of methane gas supplies 
to Europe give it the extra push it needs to decarbonize, or will some countries always be 
beholden to untrustworthy partners for the resources they need? What other options exist to 
power our economies more sustainably in the short and long term? One Hour

THURSDAY, 3/24/2022: 11AM: Maine Calling
We learn about spring bird migration, conservation efforts, and risks from avian flu. One Hour

FARMING/GARDENING/AGRICULTURE

WEDNESDAY, 1/26/2022:  11AM:   Maine Calling
How the state is dealing with PFAS contamination in the soil and water all across Maine.  One 
Hour

THURSDAY 3/10/2022:  2PM:  CLIMATE ONE
Cow Poop and Compost: Digesting the Methane Menace (2/25)
In a 20-year time frame, methane is 80 times more damaging to the climate than carbon dioxide. 
Nationally, 37% of methane emissions come from cows. 17% of all US methane emissions come 
from food waste rotting in landfills. In California, a new law went into effect directly addressing 
the state’s methane emissions from organic waste and dairy farms. Today’s Climate One asks: 
what effect will this law have on industrial agriculture and the general population?
One Hour

WEDNESDAY, 3/2/2022: 11AM: Maine Calling
The outlook for increased use of solar power in Maine, from solar farms to community solar to 
residential panels.
One Hour

WEDNESDAY, 3/16/2022:  11AM:   Maine Calling
What is being done to support hemp farming in Maine, as the industry struggles with restrictions 
and lower-than-expected demand.  One Hour

HEALTH/MEDICINE/SAFETY/PET HEALTH

MONDAY, 1/4/2022: 11AM: Maine Calling
Maine CDC director Nirav Shah addresses questions about the pandemic, particularly about 
vaccine hesitancy.
One Hour

WEDNESDAY, 1/6/2022: 11AM: Maine Calling
How "Dryuary" encourages people to go alcohol-free for a month, and what to know about 
alcohol use and misuse.
One Hour

MONDAY 1/10/2022: 2PM: RESOLVED: YOUR ANTI-DIET NEW YEAR



The third episode in this three-part series from WUNC's Embodied. Intuitive eating is an approach 
to food and health that encourages releasing external rules and instead tuning into your body’s 
signals about when, what and how much to eat. In today’s program, we hear from a 
neuroscientist and two dietitians about the 10 principles of intuitive eating, which include 
honoring your hunger, making peace with food and gentle nutrition. One Hour

THURSDAY 1/13/2022:  2PM:  IDEAS FROM THE CBC
Failure. It's the worst. Nobody wants to fail or be branded a failure. It stinks of ruin, regret, and 
other people's contempt. It's an "F" grade in the school of life. Or is it? In the last decade or so, 
efforts to repurpose failure have pushed it to the surface of popular culture. Today’s edition of 
IDEAS asks, was Samuel Beckett right: fail again, fail better? One Hour

FRIDAY, 1/7/2022:  2PM
What does it mean to be resilient, and how do you cultivate it in the face of difficult times? One 
Hour

TUESDAY, 1/8/2022:   11AM: Maine Calling
How the pandemic has posed added challenges to people with disabilities—and what can be 
done to help. One Hour

WEDNESDAY, 1/19/2022:  11AM:   Maine Calling
Health care leaders address surging pandemic's effects on hospitals and answer questions about 
Covid-19. One Hour

THURSDAY, 1/20/2022: 11AM: Maine Calling
Maine schools face a new round of challenges due to the latest wave of Covid cases and staff 
shortages. One Hour

MONDAY, 1/31/2022: 11AM: Maine Calling
Maine CDC director Nirav Shah returns to answer questions about the trajectory of the pandemic 
and the latest Covid guidelines. One Hour

FRIDAY, 2/3/2022:    11AM:  Maine Calling
What causes burnout, what the signs are, and what to do to reduce the strain in your life. One 
Hour

WEDNESDAY, 2/9/2022: 11AM: Maine Calling
Veterinarians answer questions about pet care, winter challenges, Covid concerns, separation 
anxiety and more.
One Hour

THURSDAY 2/24/2022:  2PM:  APM PRESENTS
In “Spotlight on Virtual Mental Health Care” host Kimberly Adams explores how mental health 
care’s urgent pivot to new technologies fared during the pandemic’s critical stress test. One Hour

TUESDAY, 3/1/2022: 11AM: Maine Calling
Maine CDC answers questions about the trajectory of the pandemic, the new variant, mask 
mandates and more. One Hour

FRIDAY, 3/4/2022: 11AM: Maine Calling
The pursuit of happiness and the pitfalls of toxic positivity—the latest in our series on resilience 
during difficult times. One Hour



MONDAY, 3/14/2022: 11AM: Maine Calling
Hospital leaders share news and advice on the outlook for the pandemic, including lifting 
restrictions, booster shots, anti-viral treatments and more. One Hour

WEDNESDAY 3/30/2022:  2PM:  CITY ARTS AND LECTURES
Today’s edition of City Arts and Lectures celebrates the life of Dr. Paul Farmer, a physician and 
anthropologist who dedicated his life to caring for the world’s poorest people. Farmer believed 
that addressing the social roots of illness was as important as treating its symptoms; so, in 
addition to direct care, he undertook advocacy work that significantly influenced public health 
approaches to diseases like tuberculosis, HIV, and Ebola. On May 23, 2013, Farmer spoke to 
Adam Hochschild about his nonprofit, Partners in Health. Paul Farmer died on February 21, 2022, 
at the age of 62, while working in Rwanda. One Hour

TUESDAY, 3/29/2022:  11AM:  Maine Calling
The link between alcohol consumption and cancer, and what people can do to reduce their risk. 
One Hour

INTERNATIONAL AFFAIRS
TUESDAY 1/4/2022: 2PM: IDEAS FROM THE CBC
Forging connection is a concern lying just below the surface of this turbulent pandemic era. We 
struggle with what it means to relate to one another, how to communicate, and understand 
what's truly important in life. On this episode, winners of the Canadian Governor General's 
Literary Awards read from their writing, new and old, and reflect on that theme of connections — 
especially on the complicated, and not-so-obvious ways that we make them. 
One Hour

TUESDAY 1/11/2022: 2PM: SPEAKING IN MAINE
Mid-Coast Forum on Foreign Relations: A New Approach to Foreign Policy In house
Dr. Gordon Adams is Professor Emeritus of International Politics at the School of International 
Service, American University and has published widely on defense and national security policy, 
the defense policy process, and national security budgets. One Hour

TUESDAY 2/1/2022: 2PM: IDEAS FROM THE CBC - Landscape of Disgrace 
Like many countries in the West and elsewhere, Poland has experienced an upsurge in far-right, 
ultra-nationalist movements. Part of that political tack is homophobia. Attacks on the rights and 
standing of LGBT people, as they're predominantly referred to in Poland, are commonplace. But 
they're fighting and resisting. The central question for Poland, and throughout many countries in 
our historical moment is this: who's a "real" citizen, who isn't, and who gets to decide? One Hour

TUESDAY 2/15/2022: 2PM: SPEAKING IN MAINE
Mid-Coast Forum on Foreign Relations: Dr. Jok Madut-Jok (in-house)
On today’s edition of Speaking in Maine, we return to the Mid-Coast Forum on Foreign Relations. 
We’ll hear African Specialist Dr. Jok Madut-Jok with his talk entitled, “US Military Training of 
African Forces: A Source of Influence or a National Security Risk?” One Hour

WEDNESDAY 3/2/2022:   2PM:  IDEAS FROM THE CBC On China: Detention, Surveillance 
— And Profit 
Canadian anthropologist Darren Byler sees a confluence in Xinjiang province in China of constant 
surveillance, state data harvesting, and private companies driven by profit. Today’s edition of 
IDEAS asks: how does this apply to the global race for supremacy in artificial intelligence? One 
Hour

MONDAY 3/7/2022: 2PM: WORLD AFFAIRS COUNCIL - 21st Century Alliances 



Congressman Ami Bera, a Democrat from California, joins Ray Suarez to talk about countering 
aggression from Russia and China, why immigration is such an important part of American 
history, and overcoming political disunity in foreign policy. Then, Ray remembers Paul Farmer, 
the late physician and champion of global public health who inspired many by example.

THURSDAY 3/24/2022:  2PM:  SPEAKING IN MAINE
Mid-Coast Forum on Foreign Relations: Steven Simon
On today’s edition of Speaking In Maine, we return to the Mid-Coast Forum on Foreign Relations 
for a talk by Steven Simon entitled “The US and the Middle East: What Went Wrong?” One Hour

WEDNESDAY, 2/23/2022: 11AM: Maine Calling
European Union Ambassador to the United States discusses current affairs and challenges, 
including Russian threats to Ukraine. One Hour

MONDAY, 2/28/2022: 11AM: Maine Calling
News editors analyze the top stories in Maine from February, from the Russian invasion of 
Ukraine to Maine's budget surplus. One Hour

THURSDAY, 3/3/2022: 11AM: Maine Calling
The geopolitical impacts of the Russian invasion of Ukraine, and how other nations are 
responding. One Hour

MONDAY 3/28/2022: 2PM: INTELLIGENCE SQUARED, U.S. -Agree-to-Disagree: 
Ukraine 
As escalation ratchets higher between Russia and the west over Ukraine, Intelligence Squared 
U.S. examines a core question: Is confrontation with Russia worth it? And what effects have 
sanctions really wrought? Kurt Volker, a former U.S. Ambassador to NATO and former Special 
Representative for Ukraine, argues that defending Ukraine is very much in the west’s security 
interest. Emma Ashford of the Atlantic Council argues that it is not. And yet both acknowledge 
that for Russia, the stakes may be considerably higher. One Hour

MEDIA/COMMUNICATION
WEDNESDAY 1/5/2022: 2PM:  
MAINE CDC BRIEFING One Hour

WEDNESDAY 1/12/2022: 2PM:  
MAINE CDC BRIEFING  One Hour

WEDNESDAY 1/19/2022: 2PM:  
MAINE CDC BRIEFING  One Hour

WEDNESDAY 1/26/2022: 2PM:  
MAINE CDC BRIEFING  One Hour

WEDNESDAY 2/2/2022: 2PM:  
MAINE CDC BRIEFING One Hour

WEDNESDAY 2/9/2022: 2PM:  
MAINE CDC BRIEFING One Hour

WEDNESDAY 2/16/2022: 2PM:  
MAINE CDC BRIEFING One Hour

WEDNESDAY 2/23/2022: 2PM:  



MAINE CDC BRIEFING One Hour

TUESDAY 3/22/2022: 2PM:  
NPR Special Coverage: Supreme Court Nominee Hearings One Hour

WEDNESDAY 3/23/2022: 2PM:  
NPR Special Coverage: Supreme Court Nominee Hearings One Hour

MINORITIES/WOMEN/CIVIL RIGHTS/IMMIGRATION/RACISM
TUESDAY 1/18/2022: 2PM:  CITY ARTS AND LECTURES - Archbishop Desmond Tutu 
Today’s encore presentation of City Arts and Lectures was recorded in 2010 with the late 
Archbishop Desmond Tutu. Nobel Peace Prize winner Desmond Tutu dedicated his life to fighting 
for basic civil and human rights for all. This program, recorded on March 17, 2010, was just after 
the publication of a book he wrote with his daughter, “Made for Goodness, And Why This Makes 
All the Difference”. Desmond Tutu died on December 26, 2021, at age 90. One Hour

THURSDAY 1/27/2022:  2PM:  IDEAS FROM THE CBC - VIU Lecture: Connie Walker 
Connie Walker, award-winning investigative journalist and host of CBC's Missing and Murdered 
podcast, delivered the seventh annual Indigenous Speakers Series Lecture at Vancouver Island 
University in late November 2021. Her talk was called Exposing the Truth: Journalism's Role in 
Reconciliation, in which she shares her observations and experiences on the evolution of 
journalistic coverage of Indigenous stories. One Hour

MONDAY 2/7/2022: 2PM:  BBC World Service - Witness History: Black History 
Month 
This special edition of Witness History from the BBC World Service brings together some 
incredible interviews looking at the African-American experience. Told by people who were there, 
we hear stories that are fascinating, harrowing, and inspiring.  One Hour

TUESDAY 2/22/2022: 2PM: IDEAS FROM THE CBC - Feminism Is Dead. Long Live 
Feminism.
Feminism today is wracked with inequality. Women of color say there is little to no space in the 
hierarchy of feminist organizations, advocacy groups, or scholarship for women who are not elite 
and white. On today’s IDEAS, we hear from author Rafia Zakaria, who says feminists must have a 
reckoning within and that white women must make space for those women who may not be the 
policymakers or theorists, but who live the feminist struggle every day of their lives. Without this 
reckoning, feminism itself is in danger of becoming irrelevant. One Hour

TUESDAY 3/1/2022: 2PM: SPEAKING IN MAINE
UNE Global Humanities Lecture featuring Judith Casselberry (in-house)
On today’s edition of Speaking in Maine, we travel to the University of New England’s Center for 
Global Humanities. We’ll hear scholar Judith Casselberry with her talk entitled, “A Radical Black 
Feminist Goes to the Pentecostal Church.” One Hour

THURSDAY 3/3/2022:  2PM:  APM PRESENTS - BBC Witness History: Women’s History 
Month 
A special edition of Witness History from the BBC World Service. Remarkable stories of women’s 
history, told by the women who were there. Selected from the BBC’s Witness History program, 
we hear moving, inspiring and even outrageous stories about a few of the most important 
women in living memory. One Hour

WEDNESDAY, 2/16/2022: 11AM: Maine Calling



The recent influx of asylum seekers to Maine—what challenges they face and how people can 
help One Hour. 

POLITICS/GOVERNMENT

THURSDAY, 1/6/2022:  11AM: Maine Calling
Analysis and context one year after the Jan 6th insurrection at the Capitol. One Hour

THURSDAY, 1/13/2022: 11AM: Maine Calling
Governor Janet Mills discusses the state's response to the pandemic and other top priorities. One 
Hour

MONDAY, 1/24/2022: 11AM: Maine Calling
State legislative leaders update us on priorities this session, from budget surplus to Covid 
response. One Hour

FRIDAY, 1/28/2022: 11AM: Maine Calling
Analysis of the top news stories in Maine from the month of January. One Hour

THURSDAY 2/3/2022:  2PM:  FREAKONOMICS
Most of us are afraid to ask sensitive questions about money, sex, politics, etc. New research 
shows this fear is largely unfounded. Time for some interesting conversations! One Hour

FRIDAY 2/11/2022: 2PM: STATE OF THE STATE
One Hour

Thursday, 2/10/2022: 11AM: Maine Calling
State legislative leaders discuss the issues they are working on this session, and preview the 
State of the State address.
One Hour

MONDAY, 2/21/2022: 11AM: Maine Calling
The psychological needs that make people adopt attitudes and make choices—and that drive the 
extreme positions that often divide society. One Hour

FRIDAY, 3/31/2022: 11AM: Maine Calling
The top Maine news stories in March, from Eliot Cutler's arrest to pandemic payouts to Supreme 
Court justice votes. One Hour

RELIGION

FRIDAY, 2/11/2022:   11AM: Maine Calling
How solitude is experienced in different ways—and how it can play a positive and beneficial role 
in our lives.
One Hour

MONDAY 3/21/2022: 2PM: APM PRESENTS
From IWMF (International Women's Media Foundation), Connections looks at contemporary 
Muslim culture in America through the lens of host Mariam Sobh, a Muslim journalist and stand-
up comedian. The program, while often funny and entertaining, provides a critical look at how 



American Muslims have been represented in the culture, and how narratives are changing as 
young Muslims take control of their own stories. One Hour

SCIENCE

FRIDAY 1/7/2022:2PM: SCIENCE FRIDAY 
Science Friday is a weekly talk show focused on science topics that are in the news. Hosted by 
veteran science journalist Ira Flatowhe, the program brings an educated, balanced discussion to 
bear on the scientific issues at hand.
One Hour

FRIDAY 1/14/2022: 2PM: SCIENCE FRIDAY 
Science Friday is a weekly talk show focused on science topics that are in the news. Hosted by 
veteran science journalist Ira Flatowhe, the program brings an educated, balanced discussion to 
bear on the scientific issues at hand.
One Hour

FRIDAY 1/21/2022: 2PM: SCIENCE FRIDAY 
Science Friday is a weekly talk show focused on science topics that are in the news. Hosted by 
veteran science journalist Ira Flatowhe, the program brings an educated, balanced discussion to 
bear on the scientific issues at hand

FRIDAY 1/28/2022: 2PM: SCIENCE FRIDAY 
Science Friday is a weekly talk show focused on science topics that are in the news. Hosted by 
veteran science journalist Ira Flatowhe, the program brings an educated, balanced discussion to 
bear on the scientific issues at hand.
One Hour

FRIDAY 2/4/2022:2PM: SCIENCE FRIDAY 
Science Friday is a weekly talk show focused on science topics that are in the news. Hosted by 
veteran science journalist Ira Flatowhe, the program brings an educated, balanced discussion to 
bear on the scientific issues at hand.
One Hour

THURSDAY, 2/3/2022: 11AM: Maine Calling
Astronomy news and events, including the James Webb Space Telescope and stargazing 
opportunities in Maine.
One Hour

FRIDAY 2/18/2022: 2PM: SCIENCE FRIDAY 
Science Friday is a weekly talk show focused on science topics that are in the news. Hosted by 
veteran science journalist Ira Flatowhe, the program brings an educated, balanced discussion to 
bear on the scientific issues at hand. 
One Hour

FRIDAY 2/25/2022: 2PM: SCIENCE FRIDAY 
Science Friday is a weekly talk show focused on science topics that are in the news. Hosted by 
veteran science journalist Ira Flatowhe, the program brings an educated, balanced discussion to 
bear on the scientific issues at hand. One Hour

FRIDAY 3/4/2022:2PM: SCIENCE FRIDAY 
Science Friday is a weekly talk show focused on science topics that are in the news. Hosted by 
veteran science journalist Ira Flatowhe, the program brings an educated, balanced discussion to 
bear on the scientific issues at hand. One Hour



TUESDAY 3/8/2022: 2PM: INTELLIGENCE SQUARED, U.S. Should We Edit Genes to 
Make Better Babies?
A genetic disease runs in your family. Your doctor tells you that, should you wish to have a child, 
that child is likely to also carry the disease. But a new gene-editing technology could change 
your fate. It could ensure that your baby is healthy. However, critics say gene editing technology 
will exacerbate inequality, pressure all parents (and nations) into editing their children to stay 
competitive, and meddle with the most basic aspect of our humanity. Today’s program asks: 
should we use gene editing to make better babies? One Hour 

FRIDAY 3/11/2022 2PM: SCIENCE FRIDAY 
Science Friday is a weekly talk show focused on science topics that are in the news. Hosted by 
veteran science journalist Ira Flatowhe, the program brings an educated, balanced discussion to 
bear on the scientific issues at hand. 

FRIDAY 3/18/2022: 2PM: SCIENCE FRIDAY 
Science Friday is a weekly talk show focused on science topics that are in the news. Hosted by 
veteran science journalist Ira Flatowhe, the program brings an educated, balanced discussion to 
bear on the scientific issues at hand. 

FRIDAY 3/25/2022: 2PM: SCIENCE FRIDAY 
Science Friday is a weekly talk show focused on science topics that are in the news. Hosted by 
veteran science journalist Ira Flatowhe, the program brings an educated, balanced discussion to 
bear on the scientific issues at hand. 

TECHNOLOGY

FRIDAY, 1/14/2022:    11AM: Maine Calling
How and why to declutter your home and your computer—and clear out stress. One Hour

TUESDAY, 2/22/2022:  11AM:   Maine Calling
The latest news and advice on personal technology, smart devices, apps, security and more. One 
Hour

TUESDAY, 3/14/2022: 11AM: Maine Calling
Understanding what the metaverse is, and how this virtual reality world will impact our society, 
for better or for worse. One Hour

FRIDAY, 3/18/2022: 11AM: Maine Calling
Maine's burgeoning aerospace industry: controversy over rocket launches, and support for more 
aerospace development. One Hour

MONDAY, 3/21/2022: 11AM: Maine Calling
The outlook for increased use of solar power in Maine, from solar farms to community solar to 
residential panels.
One Hour

TUESDAY, 3/22/2022: 11AM: Maine Calling
The latest news and advice on personal technology, smart devices, apps, security and more. One 
Hour

YOUTH



TUESDAY 3/29/2022:   2PM: IDEAS FROM THE CBC - Covid Generation 
Over the past two years, millions of teenagers around the world have missed out on the rites of 
passage that generations before them experienced as a matter of course. Add to that their 
increased levels of anxiety and isolation, and it quickly becomes apparent why the COVID 
Generation stands apart as a uniquely marked one. This documentary features three teenagers: 
in Taiwan, Ireland and Kenya. They each recount how the pandemic has altered the course of 
their lives. One Hour

Maine Public News Weekdays afternoons through 6:00 p.m.

Maine Public delivers news to Maine in a variety of ways – radio, television, online,
newsletters, and social media – and each weekday Maine Public Radio carries important
news segments for the Maine audience including weather reports. These are news reports
and feature stories about the people and issues that affect our listeners’ lives. We place
special emphasis on covering state government, particularly the state legislature. We also
place special emphasis on the following coverage areas: crime, corrections, and the courts;
cultural issues; the disabled and disadvantaged; the economy; the environment; health
issues; the media; minorities and civil rights issues; politics; religion; women’s issues; and
youth.

During this quarter (as in previous quarters), Maine Public Radio has covered every CDC
briefing relative to the pandemic and has included important updates from the CDC in all of
our daily news coverage. Additionally, during this period, key information relative to new
Mainers has been delivered weekly to new Mainer communities online through Maine
Public’s Maine Public News Connect project.
Our mission is to enrich the minds and engage the lives of our listeners. To that end, the
reports aired aim not only to inform, but to empower. We hope the reports aired prompt 2
our listeners to effect positive changes in their lives and the state of Maine.

ASCESRTAINMENT: DATE: REPORT TITLE: DURATION: REPORTER:
This Day in Maine 1/3/2022 Omicron continues to spread in Maine; MMA 

speaks out against vaccine misinformation
6:38 Staff

This Day in Maine 1/4/2022 Portland institutes a new mask mandate; 
Historic Union Wharf preserved

10:19 Staff

Politics 1/4/2022 Nominee to head new Maine broadband gets 
early nod from lawmakers

1:43 Steve Mistler

Environment 1/4/2022 Mills lauds preservation of working Portland 
waterfront

2:06 Fred Bever

Politics 1/5/2022 Question of virtual or in-person legislative 
meetings sparks partisan debate

3:43 Kevin Miller

This Day in Maine 1/5/2022 Legislative dispute over meeting format; Maine 
sees record high COVID positivity

15:04 Staff

Politics 1/6/2022 Maine's members of Congress have different 
perspectives of the Jan. 6 riot. They still do

7:16 Steve Mistler

Health 1/6/2022 School nurses are overwhelmed with contact 
tracing. Some sat should be suspended

3:11 Patty Wight

This Day in Maine 1/6/2022 Maine delegation reflects on insurrection; 
School nurses are overwhelmed by COVID surge

17:32 Staff

Political Pulse 1/7/2022 Coming to terms-or not-with Jan. 6 12:29 Staff
This Day in Maine 1/7/2022 Mills vetoes farmworker collective bargaining 

bill; COVID hospitalizations hit record high
18:51 Staff



Environment 1/10/2022 Maine forests at risk after discovery of southern 
pine beetle in York County

3:58 Staff

This Day in Maine 1/10/2022 CMP admits mistakes in solar response; What 
the southern pin beetle could mean for Maine 
forests

13:33 Staff

Health 1/11/2022 Ellsworth doctor faces license suspension over 
COVID misinformation allegations

3:45 Kevin Miller

Politics 1/11/2022 Maine legislature hears public opinion of state 
equal rights amendment

2:27 Nicole Ogrysko

Politics 1/11/2022 State lawmakers hear testimony on bill seeking 
to ban COVID vaccination mandates

2:44 Steve Mistler

This Day in Maine 1/11/2022 Mills deploys more National Guards members to 
help hospitals with COVID surge; Bill seeks to 
ban COVID vaccine mandates in Maine

13:06 Staff

Environment 1/12/2022 Early data suggests 2021 was one of the hottest 
years on record in the Gulf of Maine

1:33 Fred Bever

Environment 1/12/2022 Far from home, a big, rare sea eagle finds 
devoted fans on the coast of Maine

4:31 Susan Sharon

Business/Economy 1/12/2022 Maine has received double its normal heating 
aid this year, but few eligible Mainer's are 
getting it

2:15 Carol Bousquet

Politics 1/12/2022 Maine considers new protections for ballots, 
voting machines, and election workers

2:38 Steve Mistler

Heath 1/12/2022 COVID contact tracing no longer required in 
Maine schools with universal masking

2:07 Kevin Miller

This Day in Maine 1/12/2022 Maine changes contact tracing guidelines for 
schools; Rare eagle brings birders to the 
midcoast

17:23 Staff

Business/Economy 1/12/2022 Maine received double its normal heating aid 
this year, but few eligible Mainers are getting it

2:15 Carol Bousquet

This Day in Maine 1/13/2022 Record-high COVID-19 hospitalizations; State 
medical boards act against COVID 
misinformation

9:57 Staff

Political Pulse 1/14/2022 The COVID misinformation battle is far from 
over

11:40 Staff

This Day in Maine 1/14/2022 17:38 Staff
Maine 1/14/2022 Without monthly child tax credit, Maine families 

brace for tough choices
4:08 Nicole Ogrysko

Business/Economy 1/14/2022 Some Maine businesses applaud SCOTUS 
decision to halt Biden administration's vaccine 
mandate

3:10 Fred Bever

Politics 1/17/2022 On MLK day, Maine leaders acknowledge 
progress in tribal relations, but see long road 
ahead

4:01 Nicole Ogrysko

This Day in Maine 1/18/2022 6:20 Staff
Politics 1/18/2022 Municipal clerks seek to shift campaign finance 

filings to the Maine Ethics Commission
2:46 Steve Mistler

This Day in Maine 1/19/2022 10:43 Staff
This Day in Maine 1/20/2022 9:45 Staff
Business/Economy 1/20/2022 Ahead of conference, president of Maine real 

estate group sees strength in office, retail 
sectors

4:41 Irwin Gratz

Politics 1/20/2022 Collins, King divided as Democrats fail to enact 
voting rights bill

4:51 Steve Mistler

Sports 1/21/2022 Congolese community leader draws African 
immigrants to Westbrook judo program

4:19 Ari Snider



Political Pulse 1/21/2022 Mills and LePage fundraising totals are just a 
hint of the coming deluge

12:30 Staff

This Day in Maine 1/21/2022 17:32 Staff
Environment 1/24/2022 Penobscot Nation and environmental advocates 

raise concerns about PFAS in landfill runoff
2:29 Kevin Miller

This Day in Maine 1/24/2022 Maine lawmakers have different approaches to 
spending budget surplus; New funding for 
expanded public pre-k

8:08 Staff

Environment 1/25/2022 Maine lobstermen could soon face another new 
gear regulation

1:39 Fred Bever

Environment 1/25/2022 Lawmakers consider proposal to boost climate 
change education in Maine schools

1:55 Steve Mistler

This Day in Maine 1/25/2022 New proposal to boost climate education in 
Maine schools; Mills to outline her budget 
priorities next month

10:28 Staff

Politics 1/26/2022 Collins says the senate shouldn't rush the 
process to replace Justice Breyer

1:46 Kevin Miller

Politics 1/26/2022 House sustains veto bill to allow Maine farm 
workers to unionize

1:28 Steve Mistler

This Day in Maine 1/26/2022 House sustains veto bill to allow Maine farm 
workers to unionize; COVID test backlog in 
Maine increases

14:29 Staff

Arts/Culture 1/27/2022 Iraqi, Somali entrepreneurs launch clothing and 
jewelry businesses, celebrating fashion in Maine

4:22 Ari Snider

Arts/Culture 1/27/2022 In memoir, Portland author retraces her 
grandmother's journey to share the story of the 
Holocaust

5:49 Robbie Feinberg

Court/Crime 1/27/2022 Lawmakers revive debate over Maine's indigent 
legal services

3:50 Nicole Ogrysko

Court/Crime 1/27/2022 Report: Maine jails recorded confidential 
attorney-client phone calls

6:58 Irwin Gratz

This Day in Maine 1/27/2022 16:18 Staff
Health 1/28/2022 Maine Attorney General reaches agreement to 

distribute opioid settlement funds
3:10 Patty Wight

Political Pulse 1/28/2022 Why Democrats might need Susan Collins' vote 
to replace rising Justice Stephen Breyer

9:16 Staff

This Day in Maine 1/28/2022 12:08 Staff
Health 1/28/2022 Maine Attorney General reaches agreement to 

distribute opioid settlement funds
3:10 Patty Wight

This Day in Maine 1/31/2022 One nurse's story on the frontlines of the 
pandemic; Teachers call for reinstatement of 
COVID leave

11:57 Staff

Health 1/31/2022 COVID diary: Brunswick ICU nurse details her 
experience with burnout amid recent surge

6:45 Patty Wight

This Day in Maine 1/31/2022 One nurse's story on the frontlines of the 
pandemic; Teachers call for reinstatement of 
COVID leave

11:57 Staff

Business/Economy 2/1/2022 Maine official warns community solar projects 
might not be as 'clean' as they suggest

5:31 Fred Bever

Business/Economy 2/1/2022 PUC eyes expanding program to help Mainers 
pay power bills

1:44 Kevin Miller

Health 2/1/2022 COVID diary: Farmington doctor describes 
feeling hopeless during the latest pandemic 
surge

5:48 Patty Wight

Business/Economy 2/1/2022 Bill would extend predawn lobstering hours into 
September

1:43 Steve Mistler



This Day in Maine 2/1/2022 A Farmington doctors diary during the 
pandemic; Why community solar projects could 
lead customers to use more fossil fuels

21:22 Staff

Health 2/2/2022 Maine tribes see a long road ahead after a 
tentative agreement with opioid manufacturers

1:30 Nicole Ogrysko

Business/Economy 2/2/2022 Mills proposes bill to strengthen accountability 
of Maine electric utilities

3:16 Fred Bever

Health 2/2/2022 Maine CDC will end COVID-19 contact tracing 1:38 Patty Wight
This Day in Maine 2/2/2022 Maine CDC will end contact tracing; New bill 

would add more accountability to electric 
utilities

10:03 Staff

Environment 2/3/2022 State environmental board hears testimony on a 
new law aimed at regulating petroleum storage 
emissions

1:28 Fred Bever

This Day in Maine 2/3/2022 Maine news from Thursday, Feb 3 5:00 Staff
Political Pulse 2/4/2022 Mills get tough on CMP. Here's what that could 

mean for her election chances
13:22 Staff

Environment 2/7/2022 Complete Crisis' as PFAS discovery upends life 
and livelihood of young Maine farming family

5:57 Kevin Miller

Environment 2/7/2022 Maine delegation, lobstermen ask feds to 
postpone whale protection rules, citing rope 
shortage

5:07 Fred Bever

Health 2/7/2022 Mills announces proposals that aim to 
strengthen child welfare services

1:45 Patty Wight

Politics 2/7/2022 Lawmakers endorse a bill that would create 
stiffer penalties for harassing election clerks

1:26 Steve Mistler

This Day in Maine 2/7/2022 The effects of PFAS on one Maine farm; Mills 
announces new legislation to address child 
welfare concerns

18:34 Staff

Environment 2/8/2022 Solar farms proliferate in Maine, group 
recommends steps to encourage 'dual use' with 
agriculture

2:06 Kevin Miller

Maine 2/8/2022 In Portland, immigrant groups and city staff 
struggle to support record number of asylum 
seekers

5:23 Ari Snider

Business/Economy 2/8/2022 Maine business raise wages to retain workers, 
but still struggle to find new ones

4:17 Nicole Ogrysko

Arts/Culture 2/8/2022 In 'Freedom Over Me' Ashley Bryan wanted 
children to identify with slaves

1:35 Carol Bousquet

This Day in Maine 2/8/2022 A struggle to assist asylum seekers in Portland; 
Businesses raise wages to recruit enough 
workers

17:04 Staff

Court/Crime 2/9/2022 Lawmakers could impose greater restrictions on 
the use of solitary confinement in Maine prisons

6:17 Susan Sharon

Politics 2/9/2022 State of the State will be Mills' first in-person 
address to both chambers since before the 
pandemic

1:04 Steve Mistler

Health 2/9/2022 Proposed Bill would expand legal protections for 
people the scene of drug overdose

2:26 Patty Wight

This Day in Maine 2/9/2022 Potential new restrictions on solitary 
confinements in Maine; Dr. Shah continues to 
recommend indoor masking

18:57 Staff

This Day in Maine 2/10/2022 Gov. Mills State of the State; Maine man indicted on hate crimes; 
Maine schools drinking water tested for lead; Maine gets federal 
funding to expand electric vehicle charging stations

Staff

Education 2/11/2022 8,000 high school graduates could get two free 
years of community college under Mills proposal

3:26 Patty Wight



Arts/Culture 2/11/2022 New documentary focuses on plight of right 
whales in debate over fishing gear

4:23 Irwin Gratz

Political Pulse 2/11/2022 The key promises Janet Mills' State of State 
address

12:33 Staff

This Day in Maine 2/11/2022 Gov. Mills plans for free community college; fire 
destroys part of the historic Bluenose Inn in Bar 
Harbor; Maine's Political Pulse discuss the State 
of the State

13:45 Staff

Environment 2/14/2022 Cardinals in, boreal chickadees out: new atlas 
shows changing bird populations in a warmer 
Maine

6:56 Fred Bever

Business/Economy 2/14/2022 Dairy workers bring fight for stronger labor 
protections to Hannaford’s corporate 
headquarters

1:11 Ari Snider

Politics 2/14/2022 EPA administrator touts’ infrastructure bill at 
Saco treatment plant

2:15 Kevin Miller

This Day in Maine 2/14/2022 A record haul for Maine lobstermen; atlas shows 
the effects of warming on Maine's birds

16:46 Staff

Politics 2/15/2022 LePage hands in petition to run for governor, 
while criticizing Mills' plans to send Mainers 
$500

1:50 Steve Mistler

Politics 2/15/2022 Tribal leaders, other groups testify in support of 
bill to overhaul controversial 1980agreement

4:44 Kevin Miller

Politics 2/15/2022 Here are the highlights from Janet Mills' 
supplemental budget

6:44 Robbie Feinberg

Environment 2/15/2022 Maine farmers look to save water as they 
confront drier weather and heavier storms

6:02 Carol Bousquet

This Day in Maine 2/15/2022 Mills unveils supplemental budget proposals; 
Tribes argue for restoring sovereignty

22:46 Staff

Politics 2/16/2022 Equal rights amendment garners support, but 
not enough

2:28 Kevin Miller

Arts/Culture 2/16/2022 Sea shanties, revisited; Maine couple resurfaces 
works through lost to time

3:46 Keith Shortall

Business/Economy 2/16/2022 Bar Harbor will hold off on reducing cruise ship 
visits for 2022

1:53 Nicole Ogrysko

Business/Economy 2/16/2022 Lawmakers debate how to help Mainers struck 
by high electricity prices

4:05 Fred Bever

Environment 2/16/2022 Maine winters are shrinking. That's raising 
existential questions for the state's 
snowmobilers

5:37 Patty Wight

This Day in Maine 2/16/2022 COVID numbers are on the rise, but health 
officials believe Omicron surge is receding; 
former Republican Gov Paul Lepage turns in 
signatures to SOS; Asylum seekers get education 
funding

7:33 Staff

Environment 2/17/2022 A big Farmington solar array shows the potential 
for renewable energy on Maine farms

6:35 Robbie Feinberg

This Day in Maine 2/17/2022 11:46 Staff
Politics 2/17/2022 Bill would give Maine tribes exclusive rights to 

lucrative mobile sports gambling market
4:03 Steve Mistler

Business/Economy 2/17/2022 State utility regulators lift penalty against CMP, 
and launch investigation into its management

1:32 Fred Bever

Political Pulse 2/18/2022 Checks or tax cuts. Budget surplus spurs first 
policy debate of Mills-LePage matchup

15:19 Staff

This Day in Maine 2/18/2022 16:53 Staff
Environment 2/18/2022 In Western Maine, schools look to biomass 

heating as a climate-friendly solution
5:01 Robbie Feinberg



Sports 2/18/2022 Game on-Maine basketball player remains in 
Ukraine despite warnings of Russian attack

3:32 Patty Wight

This Day in Maine 2/22/2022 Protecting brook trout habitat in Western Main; 
Electric companies oppose Mills' utility 
accountability proposals

24:54:00 Staff

Environment 2/22/2022 Why the Rangely area could remain an oasis for 
cold water fish as their habitat warms

6:43 Susan Sharon

Business/Economy 2/22/2022 Push to create a legal defense fund for Maine's 
lobster industry faces hurdles

2:23 Fred Bever

Politics 2/22/2022 CMP, Versant oppose Janet Mills' bill for tighter 
accountability

3:54 Steve Mistler

Business/Economy 2/22/2022 Federal judge blocks Maine law aimed at 
Canadian log truck drivers

4:31 Kevin Miller

This Day in Maine 2/23/2022 More PFAS contamination on Maine farms; 
Advocates call for state to spend budget surplus 
on paid family leave

7:03 Staff

This Day in Maine 2/24/2022 4:35 Staff
Political Pulse 2/25/2022 Maine's federal lawmakers condemn Russian 

invasion
11:45 Staff

This Day in Maine 2/25/2022 18:19 Staff
Business/Economy 2/25/2022 Skowhegan paper mill workers rally for better 

wages, benefits
3:51 Nicole Ogrysko

Education 2/25/2022 To ease a shortage of lawyers in rural Maine, a 
proposal would help more law students train 
there

4:34 Robbie Feinberg

This Day in Maine 2/28/2022 Gov. Mills pushed for end to Russian-made 
vodkas sales in Maine; New bill would prohibit 
recording confident attorney-client calls in 
county jails

12:10 Staff

Arts/Culture 2/28/2022 A new Lewiston exhibit remembers the 
manufacturers that once anchored many Maine 
towns

2:28 Irwin Gratz

Education 2/28/2022 Returning from Feb break, many Maine students 
will no longer be required to wear masks

0:56 Robbie Feinberg

This Day in Maine 3/1/2022 New lawsuit over Maine's indigent legal defense; 
Labor groups form new climate group

19:58 Staff

Court/Crime 3/1/2022 New lawsuit alleges the state provides 
inadequate representation for low-income 
Maine defendants

5:39 Steve Mistler

Environment 3/1/2022 Labor unions form new groups to combat 
climate change in Maine

1:42 Nicole Ogrysko

This Day in Maine 3/2/2022 Mills admin lifts universal school mask 
recommendations; Lawmakers push for new bill 
to address affordable housing crisis

13:13 Staff

Health 3/2/2022 Mills admin lifts universal mask 
recommendation in schools

2:55 Robbie Feinberg

Politics 3/2/2022 Proposed surplus checks, now up to $750, could 
go out this summer

1:02 Kevin Miller

Business/Economy 3/2/2022 Proposed bill aims to address Maine's affordable 
housing crisis

3:12 Patty Wight

World 3/3/2022 Angus King: Whether Ukraine falls or not, Putin 
has lost the war either way

2:33 Steve Mistler

Maine 3/3/2022 Legislature searching for ways to keep two 
Maine Veterans' Homes open, at least 
temporarily

5:11 Nicole Ogrysko

Political Pulse 3/4/2022 Maine senators warn about a potential Russian 
retaliatory cyberattack

14:05 Staff



This Day in Maine 3/4/2022 17:40 Staff
Sports 3/4/2022 Can-Am Sled Dog Races return to northern 

Maine after pandemic hiatus
4:26 Irwin Gratz

This Day in Maine 3/6/2022 13:44 Staff
Maine 3/7/2022 The Ukrainian brothers a Maine couple is trying 

to adopt have now made it into Poland
4:31 Susan Sharon

Business/Economy 3/7/2022 Maine House speaker seeks more training 
opportunities to address childcare shortage

1:30 Carol Bousquet

Business/Economy 3/7/2022 A proposal law would try to get heating 
assistance to Mainers more quickly

1:03 Carol Bousquet

This Day in Maine 3/7/2022 Lawrence nominated to Maine Supreme Court; 
The latest on Leeds family working to adopt 
Ukrainian brothers

17:54 Staff

World 3/7/2022 After hearing from Zelenskyy, Maine's senators 
call on Congress to provide for aid to Ukraine

1:13 Steve Mistler

Maine 3/7/2022 Janet Mills nominee would be 1st black jurist on 
Maine's highest court

3:50 Kevin Miller

This Day in Maine 3/8/2022 Mills running for re-election; Portland looks for 
alternate housing for asylum seekers

23:15 Staff

Politics 3/8/2022 Janet Mills formally launches reelection 
campaign

3:46 Steve Mistler

Politics 3/8/2022 As prices rise, Maine's gas tax is in the spotlight. 
Here's what you need to know

4:24 Kevin Miller

Environment 3/8/2022 Local right whale advocates say they feel 
sidelined by the powerful Maine lobster industry

6:38 Fred Bever

Maine 3/8/2022 Facing summer funding cliff, Portland seeks 
alternate housing options for asylum seekers

1:04 Ari Snider

This Day in Maine 3/9/2022 Democrats introduce plan to deal with rising 
energy prices; USM forgives $2 million in student 
debt

10:33 Staff

Business/Economy 3/9/2022 Maine Democrats propose bills to provide short-
term relief from soaring energy and electric 
costs

3:09 Steve Mistler

This Day in Maine 3/10/2022 15:27 Staff
Maine's Political 
Pulse

3/11/2022 Skyrocketing energy costs jump to the top of 
Maine's legislative agenda

13:16 Staff

This Day in Maine 3/11/2022 14:54 Staff
World 3/11/2022 Southern Maine chef going to Poland to cook for 

Ukrainian refugees
4:01 Irwin Gratz

This Day in Maine 3/14/2022 Angus King supports US handling of Ukraine; 
New recommendations for Maine's VA system

5:55 Staff

Politics 3/14/2022 VA recommends sweeping changes for medical 
facilities, including in Maine

1:28 Nicole Ogrysko

World 3/14/2022 King says he supports Biden's handling of the 
Ukraine crisis

1:29 Fred Bever

Politics 3/15/2022 Maine's tribal sovereignty bill advances to the 
full Legislature

1:57 Steve Mistler

Arts/Culture 3/15/2022 Restoration of historic African American church 
in Portland gets 'game-changing' federal funding 
boost

2:17 Ari Snider

Environment 3/15/2022 Lawmakers consider $100 million fund for Maine 
farms affected by PFAS. But is it enough?

4:20 Kevin Miller

This Day in Maine 3/15/2022 Tribal sovereignty bill advances to full 
legislature; Lawmakers conder $100 million to 
help farms affected by PFAS

13:09 Staff



World 3/16/2022 After Zelensky speech, Kings says world faces 
'most dangerous moment' since Cuban missile 
crisis

2:02 Kevin Miller

World 3/16/2022 Mainers with ties to Ukraine are helping 
relatives flee, and education locals about the 
war

4:13 Ari Snider

This Day in Maine 3/16/2022 Mainers with ties to Ukraine help their relatives 
flee; Angus King supports more Ukraine aide but 
no a no-fly zone

13:05 Staff

Environment 3/17/2022 $100 million PFAS fund for Maine farmers takes 
a step forward

1:02 Kevin Miller

Environment 3/17/2022 Higher gas prices have Mainers turning to 
electric vehicles. But supply is limited

2:20 Robbie Feinberg

This Day in Maine 3/17/2022 9:00 Staff
Politics 3/18/2022 Janet Mills proposes $850 direct payments to 

Maine's estimated surplus balloons to $1.2 
billion

1:06 Fred Bever

Maine 3/18/2022 Lewiston mayor creates ad hoc homelessness 
committee after council votes on shelter 
moratorium

0:53 Patty Wight

Environment 3/18/2022 Maine's landfill is meant for in-state waste. 
Here's how MA and NH are filling it up

5:03 Charlie Eichacker

This Day in Maine 3/18/2022 7:48 Staff
Business/Economy 3/21/2022 The pandemic has already fueled growth in 

Greenville. Some are hoping for more
5:15 Nicole Ogrysko

World 3/21/2022 Pingree visits the Poland-Ukraine border, calls 
for the US to welcome more Ukrainians into the 
country

4:23 Robbie Feinberg

Environment 3/21/2022 These are signs of slow progress in curbing 
erosion at Camp Ellis in Saco

1:32 Fred Bever

This Day in Maine 3/21/2022 Maine's delegation on the Ukraine border; 
Greenville sees growth during the pandemic

15:38 Staff

Environment 3/22/2022 New research finds plankton may have 
unexpected resilience to warming ocean water

1:30 Fred Bever

Business/Economy 3/22/2022 Ski redevelopment proposal near Moosehead 
Lake offers promise from some, concerns for 
others

6:32 Nicole Ogrysko

Politics 3/22/2022 $850 checks remain part of Janet Mills larger 
supplemental budget after Republican proposal 
fails

1:07 Steve Mistler

This Day in Maine 3/22/2022 Promise and concerns over a proposed 
Greenville ski development; Plankton have 
unexpected resilience to the warming oceans

11:47 Staff

News 3/23/2022 Maine legal groups say bias, 'culture of suspicion 
at Boston Asylum Office hurt their clients

4:47 Ari Snider

This Day in Maine 3/23/2022 Legal groups say officials in Boston are 
approving asylum claims far less than the 
national average; Potential changes to services 
for young children with disabilities

9:47 Staff

Politics 3/24/2022 New council will recommend ways Maine 
National Guard can better respond to military 
sexual trauma

1:30 Nicole Ogrysko

Business/Economy 3/24/2022 $30 million relief fund for lobstermen gets initial 
no in Maine House

2:14 Kevin Miller

This Day in Maine 3/24/2022 Belfast potato processing plant destroyed by fire 10:26 Staff
Politics 3/25/2022 Sexual assault survivors push for external review 

of Maine National Guard
4:23 Nicole Ogrysko



Court/Crime 3/25/2022 Eliot Cutler released from jail Saturday after 
posting $50,000 cash bail

0:54 Steve Mistler

Environment 3/25/2022 Umaine students hold a climate strike to call on 
the university system to divest from fossil fuels

2:20 Robbie Feinberg

World 3/25/2022 After Eastern Europe visit, Pingree says US 
should accept more Ukrainian refugees

0:54 Ari Snider

Maine's Political 
Pulse

3/25/2022 Supreme Court politics, Eliot Cutler, Maine 
energy issues and Ukraine

14:00 Staff

This Day in Maine 3/25/2022 18:42 Staff
Health 3/28/2022 ALS is a little-understood disease. Advocates and 

researchers say a state registry could help
5:19 Patty Wight

Court/Crime 3/28/2022 Judge bars public access to Eliot Cutler's arrest 
warrant documents

0:54 Kevin Miller

Environment 3/28/2022 2021 was the hottest year on record in the Gulf 
of Maine, new data shows

3:25 Fred Bever

Environment 3/28/2022 Examining the marine heatwave experience last 
year in the Gulf of Maine

2:19 Fred Bever

This Day in Maine 3/28/2022 The hottest year on record for the Gulf of Maine; 
A new bill would create a registry for people 
with ALS

12:40 Staff

Politics 3/29/2022 Bill to define 'solitary confinement' advances bus 
disagreements remain

2:18 Kevin Miller

Politics 3/29/2022 Bill to keep two Maine veterans’ homes open 
wins initial legislative approval

0:58 Nicole Ogrysko

This Day in Maine 3/29/2022 Initial approval for bills to keep vet homes open; 
Maine's community colleges say a mobile 
welding lab will expand job training

7:42 Staff

News 3/30/2022 Advocates say weekend attack in two homeless 
people in Auburn highlights the need for better 
support

2:43 Carol Bousquet

This Day in Maine 3/30/2022 Collins announces support for Ketanji Brown Jackson; Community 
colleges will forgive debt for some returning students

Staff

Arts/Culture 3/31/2022 Muslim Mainers welcome Ramadan, a month of 
prayer, daily fasting, and community

4:04 Ari Snider

Politics 3/31/2022 In historic appearance before Congress, Maine 
tribes urge that the federal laws apply to them

5:01 Kevin Miller

Environment 3/31/2022 Lobster fishermen who harvest federal waters 
will be required to install electronic trackers on 
their boats

1:40 Fred Bever

Politics 3/31/2022 Mills signs a bill intended to keep Caribou and 
Machias veterans’ homes open

1:17 Nicole Ogrysko

Environment 3/31/2022 Lewiston Mayor calls for moratorium on 
development near Lake Auburn

2:17 Patty Wight

Business/Economy 3/31/2022 Maine's economy finished 2021 with strong 
economic growth

0:35 Irwin Gratz

This Day in Maine 3/31/2022 11:53 Staff


